
[//]: # (Markdown source text for a post titled “If youʼre looking for answers …”)

*[The Helix Nebula][1]*

![Helix Nebula (visible light)][2]
*If we cannot exist without what is thought of as not us, how are we not that?*

[//]: # (two tweets citing the Vancouver Courier interview with Rev Dr Phillip Hewett)
[tweet https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/623152197593792512 width='100%' 
hide_thread='true']
[tweet https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/623152123069362178 width='100%' 
hide_thread='true']

***

### Awareness of being … How are we not that?

## *Unitarian Principles Redux*

*the seven principles, unchanged but with an
unofficial eighth that follows from the seventh*

[We …][3] affirm and promote:

* The inherent worth and dignity of every person
* Justice, equity, and compassion in human relations
* Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our 
congregations
* A free and responsible search for truth and meaning

*and also, with more emphasis on wider issues …*

* The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our 
congregations and in society at large
* The goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all
* Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part
* Awareness of being – existence – as dependent on what is thought of as not us, 
raising the question: How are we not that?

***

If we cannot exist without what is thought of as not us, how are we not that?

***

[Markdown][4] :: [text][5]

https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/623152197593792512
https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/623152197593792512
https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/623152123069362178
https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/623152123069362178


*[Redux]: [AmE: ri-DUKS, BrE: RID-uks] … (usually postpositive) (especially of an 
artistic work) presented in a new way: Apocalypse Now Redux

[1]: http://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/blueshift/index.php/2012/02/08/saras-blog-the-helix-nebula-
in-new-light-again/ (The Helix Nebula in New Light (Again) – an Astrophysics Science 
Division post by @NASAblueshift on asd.gsfc.nasa.gov)

[2]: https://notrehta.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/helixnebulanasabluelight.jpg (star 
material – such stuff as anyone or anything you care to name is made of)

[3]: http://cuc.ca/principles-and-sources/ (We, the member congregations of the 
Canadian Unitarian Council, covenant to affirm and promote:)

[4]: https://en.support.wordpress.com/markdown/ (Markdown support on 
wordpress.com)

[5]: https://notrehta.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/markdown-text-if-youre-looking-for-
answers-2015-07-21.pdf (pdf file on this site of Markdown source text saved on 
2015-07-21 – used to create a post titled “If youʼre looking for answers …”)
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